Encyclopedia Of Fishing: The Complete Guide To The Fish, Tackle & Techniques Of Fresh & Saltwater Angling
Synopsis

The complete guide to the fish, tackle, and techniques of fresh and saltwater angling. The Dorling Kindersley Encyclopedia of Fishing is the perfect fishing companion and reference source, containing all of the essential information for both freshwater and saltwater fishing. Every kind of equipment, from rods and reels to baits and lures, is shown in full-color photographic spreads. Techniques of fishing from both shore and boat are fully explained in detailed step-by-step illustrations. An 80-page encyclopedic section presents hundreds of fish species from around the world. Never before has there been such a comprehensive and beautiful guide to one of the world's most popular sports.
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Customer Reviews

This is such an informative book. It has beautiful photographs, and teaches you how to learn fish locations, techniques and bait to use. The only downside I found was that it didn't give as much information on techniques and bait to use on one certain fish. But don't let that keep you from buying this book. It's a MUST HAVE!

This is a broad overview of fishing, including general information on all types of fishing. Everyone new to angling probably needs ONE book like this, but don't expect to find any specific information on how to fish for a certain species in your area.

I should not complain...I got the book for a penny. Was exactly what I was looking for. Covered many...
types of fishing, bait, tackle, line setup type of rods and reels.

Bought this book for my nephew for a Christmas gift and he seems to really like it! I know I will hear more information from him once he has time to check it out further.

I bought this book for my grand kids to use. It has many pictures that start the imagination. I am a accomplished fisherman and liar and enjoyed this book.

Got this book used and it was exactly as described. Quick shipping and arrived ahead of quoted date. Info is a little out dated, but very informative.

This book was a gift to a young man. once i got i almost kept it for myself. It has everything you want to know about any fishing, great Book.

This book is a must have in every fisherman’s bookshelf! A great reference resource for young and old with loads of fishing tips!
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